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Dealer groups and dealer councils can serve invaluable pro-competitive purposes but – if not staying within legal bounds – they can create significant antitrust risk. What’s more, that risk ...
Managing Your Dealer Council to Avoid Antitrust Risks
Send for Hancock: Lib Dem MP Layla Moran, chair of the APPG on coronavirus ... YESTERDAY’S COVID STATS: 2,439 new cases, ⬆️ 204 on Sunday. In the last week 18,179 people have tested positive, ⬆️ 2,639 ...
POLITICO London Playbook: Bolton wondering — Tyne fog — 4 hours of Dom
Patrick says: "why lay an in-form mare that is a Group winner over the trip at the track? The answer is their respective odds. Despite there being just half a length between them at Newmarket ...
Royal Ascot Day 2 Cheat Sheet: Wednesday's tips and insight in one place
Democracy, Interpretation, and the “Problem” of Conceptual Ambiguity: Reflections on the V-Dem Project’s Struggles with Operationalizing ... where citizens ask questions, demand answers, and help make ...
Oral Democracy
Venezuela opposition leader Juan Guaido sees the possibility of negotiating with President Nicolas Maduro and securing free and fair elections. He discusses the political situation, the pressure ...
Bloomberg Politics
TAIPEI (Reuters) -Taiwan is willing to allow Terry Gou, the billionaire founder of Taiwan's Foxconn, and TSMC to negotiate on the government's behalf for COVID-19 vaccines, a spokesman said on Friday, ...
Taiwan allows Foxconn's Gou, TSMC to negotiate for vaccines
The armed services and the Pentagon are not eager for the public to know the answer. A photo illustration ... AP's analysis of data from the Marines, 204 firearms were lost or stolen, with 14 ...
US military guns keep vanishing, some used in street crimes
The armed services and the Pentagon are not eager for the public to know the answer. In the first public ... s analysis of data from the Marines, 204 firearms were lost or stolen, with 14 later ...
AP: Some stolen US military guns used in violent crimes
The Growth of Conventional Sun Protection Products market is huge. The research report presents a comprehensive assessment of the market and contains thoughtful insights, facts, historical data ...
Conventional Sun Protection Products Market is Pegged to Grow at a CAGR of Nearly 7% From 2020-2030
Sauk County Public Health Director Treemanisha Stewart, who was at the meeting to answer school board members’ questions, said “as far as we know” two vaccines are on track to be authorized ...
Tie vote leaves masks still required for Baraboo students under 12
SUZHOU, China, June 7, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Alphamab Oncology (stock code: 9966.HK) announced data from Phase 2 clinical study (KN046-204) of KN046(PD-L1/CTLA-4 bispecific antibody) plus ...
Alphamab Oncology Presents Phase 2 Clinical Data on KN046 Plus Paclitaxel/Cisplatin for the First-line Treatment of ESCC at ASCO 2021
The study identified 204 adolescents (12-17 years old) hospitalized for COVID-19 between January and March. A third of those patients required an intensive care unit and 5% required mechanical ...
Wyoming youth vaccination rates lag behind nation
The armed services and the Pentagon are not eager for the public to know the answer. In the first public ... AP's analysis of data from the Marines, 204 firearms were lost or stolen, with 14 ...
US military guns keep vanishing, some used in street crimes
The armed services and the Pentagon are not eager for the public to know the answer. In the first public ... AP's analysis of data from the Marines, 204 firearms were lost or stolen, with 14 ...
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